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Akurian Neophyte 
Information 
Welcome to the Adventure of a Lifetime as an Akurian. 

The Purpose of the Booklet 
The purpose of this Booklet is to address your concerns 
as a Neophyte and your participation with us in our 
Akurian Endeavors. 

This Booklet contains important information you need 
to know and the necessary guidelines for understanding 
and participation in our nightly Blast Sessions and 
Training. 

Understand:  you are very much welcomed to join us 
and are encouraged to do so.  Your participation will 
help accomplish WORLDWIDE endeavors. 

Akurian Websites 
The Anointed, The Elect, and The Damned! 
http://www.theanointedtheelectandthedamned.com 
 
The Akurians – Main Website 
http://www.theakurians.com 
 
Bulletin Board 

http://www.theanointedtheelectandthedamned.com/
http://www.theakurians.com/
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http://www.the-aed.com/YaBBSE/index.php?board=5.0 
 
Articles of Information 
http://akupressllc.com/ 
 
Akurian Items – Specific 
http://www.theakurians.com/AkurianDocuments 
Username admin 
Password Akurian 
 
Nightly Recordings 
http://www.freeconferencecall.com/itunes/podcast.asp
?id=6102140000:873186 
 
or 
 
https://www.freeconferencecall.com/itunes/itunes.asp
?id=7124320490:873186 

Emails of Importance 
akurianinfo@theakuriansmail.com – sending to this 
email address, EVERYONE on the list gets a copy 
 
thegeneral@theakurians.com – Bobby's email 
 
chylon@theakurians.com – Chylon's email 
 
theakurians@theakurians.com – Both Bobby and 
Chylon use this email 

http://www.the-aed.com/YaBBSE/index.php?board=5.0
http://akupressllc.com/
http://www.theakurians.com/AkurianDocuments
http://www.freeconferencecall.com/itunes/podcast.asp?id=6102140000:873186
http://www.freeconferencecall.com/itunes/podcast.asp?id=6102140000:873186
https://www.freeconferencecall.com/itunes/itunes.asp?id=7124320490:873186
https://www.freeconferencecall.com/itunes/itunes.asp?id=7124320490:873186
mailto:akurianinfo@theakuriansmail.com
mailto:thegeneral@theakurians.com
mailto:chylon@theakurians.com
mailto:theakurians@theakurians.com
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AkurianInfo 
The akurianinfo email is for sharing information of 
importance between you and other Akurians.  It is not 
Social Networking, nor is it meant to be. 

When you post a link or video, please provide a useful 
summary or commentary about the link or video that 
contains information about why it is important to you 
or what caught your attention, and/or why it is 
important to Akurians.  For video links specifically, it 
also helps to provide the TIME of the video overall and 
the specific TIME (place) in the video where you want 
Akurians to pay attention to.  Some videos are quite 
long and Akurians get in more video requests in 
everyday than there is time in a day to watch them.  

Phone Numbers 
Bobby 505-247-4843 
Chylon 505-262-0040 

Conference Call In Numbers 
Unless otherwise announced, we get together 
Saturdays through Thursdays.  Training Sessions are 
Sundays. 

Nightly Sessions - doors open at 15 past the hour and 
the Sessions begin on the half hour. 

Eastern = 9:15PM 
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Central = 8:15PM 
Mountain = 7:15PM  
Pacific = 6:15PM 
 
Training Sessions on Sunday, the doors open at:  
Eastern = 8:45PM 
Central = 7:45PM 
Mountain = 6:45PM  
Pacific = 5:45PM 
 
 
PLEASE BE ON TIME – Holding session for late dialers is 
unacceptable. 
 
Most Preferred Number to use 
712-432-0490 
Access Code 873186# 
 
Alternative Call In 
305-848-8888 
Access Code 505-262-0040 
 
We use Mountain Standard Time as the Default Time. 

Procedure when calling in 
When you come into the room, announce yourself and 
then go on mute.  If you are asking a question, being 
asked a question, or engaging in discussion because it is 
occurring, be courteous to when you hear the sound 
that is someone else coming into the room so they can 
announce themselves.  When no discussion is 
happening, please go on mute.  If you do not have a 
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mute button on your phone, do things MENTALLY – it is 
very distracting, as you will experience when someone 
is not on mute. 

Generally, questions, comments, and concerns are 
directed at making sure information presented is 
understood and related to our invocations and/or 
training.  The time we get together during the week is 
time to Invoke, Target, and Direct AGAINST our 
ENEMIES!  It is not a time to inform; Akurians are Wide 
Awake.  Sunday Trainings are just that - Trainings.  Be 
encouraged to send relevant and appropriate 
information to akurianinfo@theakuriansmail.com. 

We do not usually get together on Friday/Sabbath and 
or Holidays – especially those that occur on weekends. 

It is a generally a good idea to be at your computer for: 

1. Notifications especially if there are problems, 
which we occasionally have 

2. Access to the Invocations 

We are always considering other options for our 
Conference Call-In Numbers.  On occasion, we've had to 
get another Conference Room going because of phone 
problems.  Although we take every precaution we can, 
sometimes we have to deal with things on the fly.  
When that happens, we do as we can to keep everyone 
informed as quickly as possible 
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Some phone services block your ability to call in.  
Sometimes it takes some time to figure that out.  If you 
have problems, PLEASE LET US KNOW! 

Communication 
Generally, Bobby and Chylon are good at getting back to 
people via email – usually within a 24-hour period.  If 
you don't get a response, it is very likely we didn't get 
your email in.  The best thing to do is follow up again by 
re-sending the email or give us a phone call.  Chylon's 
phone service has answering that has the ability to 
leave an email when you call, don't just call – always 
LEAVE a message. 

Chylon is also a FaceBook user – it is another way to 
make sure of communications and it very much helps. 

Instructions for Participation in 
Training/Blast Sessions 

1. The Objective is to get you to participate in our 
Invocations and Trainings – Do the best you can 
with what you understand AS you understand 
it. 

2. When you dial in, wait for a pause if there is 
conversation going on, announce yourself, and 
then go on mute.  Going on mute helps to keep 
the signal strengthened. 
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3. If you don't understand enough at any given 
moment, there are two ways of approaching 
the situation. 

a. Listen quietly, attend to what we're 
doing, and if you have questions, ask 
them after the Session via email or 
phone call.  We'll address your 
questions, comments, and concerns 
AFTER. 

b. Lend yourself to the ENERGY of the 
objective and ask questions AFTER via 
email or phone call.  We will walk you 
through the necessary skill 
requirements. 

4. NEVER Add-To or Subtract-From the 
Directives/Commands – make sure you attend 
to this issue. 

5. Because we're not seeing people face-to-face, 
sometimes people talk at the same time.  We 
do endeavor to keep this problem minimized.  
Attend to Bobby, Chylon, or the Senior in 
charge at the time and stop.  We make every 
effort to make sure that everyone has 
opportunity to speak. 

The Objective in training/blast sessions is to 
DO/Accomplish something.  The equivalency of the way 
we do this is like turning the television on so that you 
can enjoy watching.  You do not have to KNOW how a 
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television works towards this end/objective.  That you 
desire to KNOW how a television works, you do that on 
your own time.  Understand we will help and facilitate 
this endeavor outside of Blast/Training Times. 

It is advisable that when you are in the session, have 
available paper and something to write with such as a 
pen or pencil. 

Order of Operations 
1. READ The Anointed, The Elect, and The 

Damned! FIRST. 
2. Stay on top of emails that come in from the 

Akurians as they come in. 
3. Be encouraged to keep a journal so that when 

you have questions, you have something 
specific to work with to get answers you need. 

4. Based on the questions, we'll either answer 
them or point you in the right direction to get 
the answers. 

5. Regarding other Akurian Documents that are 
older, other than staying on top of things as 
they come in, it's ok to get to them after you 
finish reading The AED. 

Tithe 
There are a few ways it can be done: 
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1. You can do it by paypal  

2. Send a check 

3. Money Order  

 
Checks and Money Orders need to be made out to:  
Pathfinders, Inc. 

You can send them to: 
The Akurians 
c/o Chylon Budagher 
1124 Montclaire Dr NE 
Albuquerque, NM  87110 
 
If you want to Pay via Paypal the email address: 
pathfinders@anointedofgodpathfindersofelijahinc.com 

There are two ways to approach paying Tithes: 

1. 10% of Take Home Pay (Recommended) but if you get 
an income tax refund, 10% of the refund is due. 

2. 10% of Gross and if you get an income tax refund, no 
difference is owed. 

Most people pay after they get paid. 

Additional Reference:  
http://theanointedofgodpathfindersofelijahinc.com/tith
e.htm 

mailto:pathfinders@anointedofgodpathfindersofelijahinc.com
http://theanointedofgodpathfindersofelijahinc.com/tithe.htm
http://theanointedofgodpathfindersofelijahinc.com/tithe.htm
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Skills For Akurian Success – What to 
KNOW and be able to DO! 
The Most Important Skills you'll need to be familiar with 
for effective participation is how to do or make: 

1. Affecting Matter with Water* 

2. Astral Projection 

3. Body of Light 

4. Clairvoyance 

5. Developing Sensitivity with a Light Bulb 

6. Dissolving a Cloud and Stop a Clock 

7. How to KNOW what you think 

8. Sun Link 

9. The Law of Immunity 

10. The Proof  

11. Thoughtform/Belly Ball 

12. Transfer energy from one hand to another /Flick 
Energy 

Learn these skills the way they are presented in this 
Booklet and not any other Version of them.  They are 
taken Direct from The AED itself and/or our Trainings.   
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Astral Projection 

The Physical Practice 
7450 First, you must establish a series of places or 
stations; the first being where you will begin and end 
your practice travels; the rest being specifically for the 
exercise of one of your 'physical' senses:  touch, smell, 
hearing, and taste.  You are using sight all the time, but 
a place/station for visual practice too certainly will not 
hurt. 

7451 You will need to establish a series of 
places/stations along a familiar route within your own 
home, staying away from mirrors until you have some 
hard expertise.  Mirrors are not dangerous, they just 
distort what you are trying to develop.  So avoid using 
them as a place/station. 

7452 Each place/station should be a point to exercise 
ONE of the senses, sight, hearing, taste, smell, and 
touch, then you need only to work this route.  Practice 
each sense at its given point to soon accomplish the 
most desired of all abilities:  UP IN THE SPIRIT, aka astral 
projection, or entering the Planes of Heaven!  
Immanuel, whom the pagans call 'Jesus,' clearly said the 
Kingdom of Heaven is at hand, meaning within reach, 
now accessible! 

7453 DO NOT inject a bunch of paganistic prayers, white 
light, or other such jackass nonsense! 
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7454 You need to practice in the PHYSICAL body as well 
as the SPIRITUAL body, so establish your places/stations 
along a route that you can travel easily in your physical 
body without solid walls that must be walked through.  
In the initial stages, even closed doors might be a 
problem, so avoid them if possible.  It's a good idea to 
use objects that do not have to be moved, photographs, 
plants, et cetera:  and DO NOT buy yourself an ad as to 
what you are doing!  Inject a stupid mind into anything 
and it's guaranteed to fail! 

7455 A person should be undisturbed.  A person should 
also walk the route in their physical body, and duplicate 
each and every move during practice consistently.  
There should be a permanent starting place/station, 
from a bed, or comfortable chair, from which one can 
begin and end each practice session. 

7456 DO NOT change the process of your PHYSICAL 
practice!  You will need that EXACT process when you 
begin your SPIRITUAL practice. 

7457 If you get up out of your chair with your right foot 
first, THEN ALWAYS GET UP OUT OF YOUR CHAIR WITH 
YOUR RIGHT FOOT FIRST!  Simple as that. 

7458 Just go to the place/station where you will 
practice from, a comfortable chair or even your bed.  
Settle yourself in it as you would naturally, and close 
your eyes.  Take a moment or two to mentally visualize 
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your physical body exactly as it's situated at that 
moment. 

7459 Now, open your eyes (so you can see where you 
are going!) and get up from your place/station of rest, 
taking in for future reference all the physical 
movements:  which foot you move first, how you shift 
your weight, et cetera. 

7460 Now, physically walk your route, stopping at each 
and every place/station in turn, studying each one 
intently, until you are thoroughly and completely 
familiar with it, and then move on to the next 
place/station. 

7461 When you reach the end, return along your route 
in the opposite direction, again taking in each 
place/station, but now in reverse order on your way 
back to where you began.  When you reach your 
starting place/station, again settle yourself into it, close 
your eyes and visualize your physical body as you did in 
the beginning, then open your eyes! 

7462 During practice you will always be using your 
sight, and eventually all your senses will tend to merge 
into one super-sense where you taste, smell, feel, hear 
and see all at the same time. 

7463 Establish a time to practice when you will not be 
disturbed, and, if possible at a time when nobody else 
even knows you're up to something.  Thoughts from any 
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other mind, regardless of how sympathetic, are usually 
detrimental; because no two people see anything 
exactly alike since no two people have experienced 
exactly the same set of circumstances at the same place 
at the same time at the same age under the same 
conditions. 

7464 However, cooperative husband/wife family group 
practices have proven more successful than practice 
with 'partners' or strangers! 

7465 The only exceptions have been when outsiders:  
friends, neighbors or other family relations found out 
about those 'wikked' doings (usually by big-mouthed 
brats or soap-opera addicted women!) and injected the 
idiocies of their paganistic Christian thoughts into 
someone else's business! 

7466 One injected point here:  the thoughts of a dim-
witted dunce are just as powerful as those of the most 
brilliant mind!  And they are easier to avoid than to 
fight. 

7467 Your own spiritual development will require all the 
energies you can apply, so there's none to waste on the 
idiot elements. 

7468 Once you have your places/stations established 
along a route inside your home, and a place/station to 
practice from inside your home, you are ready to begin. 
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7469 This is your PHYSICAL body practice! 

The Spiritual Practice 
7470 Now, you are ready for SPIRITUAL body sessions. 

7471 DO NOT inject a bunch of paganistic prayers, white 
light, or other such jackass nonsense!  Spiritual body 
practices are exactly like the physical practices except in 
the spiritual sessions, when you settle yourself in or on 
your starting place/station, you close your eyes and 
keep them closed VISUALIZING AN IMAGE of your 
physical body traveling the route! 

7472 Make this 'visualization' (spiritual) practice as 
close to your physical practice as possible (which foot 
did you use first?).  However, when you practice this 
visual spiritual part:  don't lay there and visualize an 
image of yourself in one place while you are clearly 
seeing your physical body in another! 

7473 Visualize the room and all its contents in your 
spiritual body from the very same position you would 
see it if you were in that same place/station in your 
physical body!  REPEAT:  Visualize the room and all its 
contents in your SPIRITUAL body from the very same 
position you would see it if you were in that same 
place/station in your PHYSICAL body! 

7474 That's why you walk your route in the PHYSICAL 
body!  So you can observe what is where and the point 
from which you view it as you walk your route in your 
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PHYSICAL body!  For instance:  if your dresser is directly 
across the room from your starting place/station, then 
it can't be directly across the room from place/station 
number three!  It has to be at some other angle of view! 

7475 When you are doing your SPIRITUAL practice you 
have to operate in your SPIRITUAL body just like you 
operate in your PHYSICAL body all the rest of the time! 

7476 Once you have mentally traversed the route and 
returned, settle that SPIRITUAL body into your 
PHYSICAL body.  Reconnect the SPIRITUAL body you 
visualized with your PHYSICAL body simply by opening 
your eyes!  Using the Etheric Body is just that easy.  
Visualize it, and it works! 

7477 This is your SPIRITUAL body practice! 

7478 You are always spiritually 'connected' to your 
physical body by a silver cord made of light energy that 
has no known distance limits, and you will always return 
to your physical body if you practice properly.  At some 
point in time you may, and you can, project out to 
wherever you want to be and stay there until 
Judgment! 

7479 With practice, you will soon experience a change 
of consciousness, finding yourself fully conscious in both 
your physical body and your spiritual body at the same 
time!  A bit more practice and you can shift your 
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consciousness to your Etheric Body anytime, at will in or 
out of your physical body. 

7480 RECAP:  Visualize the spiritual body getting up out 
of the physical body, moving along the entire route 
place/station by place/station and back again, 
place/station by place/station!  'Reconnection' is the 
easiest part.  Simply put the envisioned body back in the 
same position as the physical, and open your eyes! 

7481 If you are interrupted during practice, return by 
the most direct route, regardless of obstacles!  
Reconnect your bodies and then handle the 
interruption. 

7482 Practice every day, preferably at the same time of 
day, but practice!  Both in the physical and in the 
spiritual! 

7483 This method will not fail if it is done properly and 
consistently!  It may take time, but it will work 
eventually! 

7484 One word of caution:  stay around and within your 
own home until you have gained some experience!  
With more practice you will eventually project to any 
given Plane at will! 

7485 You have a spiritual body that coincides with each 
Plane of Heaven and Depth of Hell; a body for each 
Plane and Depth; and with practice you can project your 
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consciousness to any one you want, or change to any 
one from any other while you are 'out.' 

7486 TWO POINTS OF WARNING: 

7487 Do not venture beyond your own surroundings for 
the initial stages of your out-of-body practice.  You will 
have plenty to learn and study within the confines of 
your own property!  And, just because you achieved 
some conscious transfer is no reason or excuse to stop 
the physical and spiritual practice along your route.  You 
need all the experience you can get. 

7488 Do not venture into the presence of women of 
child-bearing age outside your property!  Nor inside 
your property either if they're not a full and knowing 
participant of your practices!  There are demons galore 
waiting to be incarnated in a physical body, and they're 
expert at using available life forces – which your 
conscious presence is an ideal – and attaching 
themselves to the female aura from where they will be 
incarnated should the female ever give birth.  And those 
demons will act solely for their own ends; and they'll 
take instant advantage of anyone stupid enough to give 
them the chance!  And once they've begun, they'll 
never let you go until Judgment day!  It was just such a 
series of demons that Immanuel had to eject when his 
Disciples failed, telling them that this kind of demon can 
only be removed by prayer and fasting (practice and 
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development) and The Anointed will not remove them 
for you.  It's your stupidity and you will live with it. 

7489 And YES!  There can be more than one demon in a 
body at the same time, even in a birth-connection 
situation we've just warned you to avoid!  That's one of 
those situations that's easier to avoid than to undo! 

7490 Those are the only dangers' you will encounter if 
you tend to your own business!  A moral person would 
not violate another's being or property on the Earth 
Physical Plane, and being able to operate invisibly and 
unencumbered by physical barriers, time, or distance, is 
no excuse for doing otherwise. 

7491 Practice at or near the same time every day and 
you will find yourself progressing at a better rate than if 
done haphazardly. 

Body of Light 
How to make them: 

Visualize an Image of yourself.  Dressed like you're 
dressed at this minute; sitting down, standing up, 
whatever.  Visualize an Image of yourself.  Do NOT let it 
extend beyond the actual size and shape of your 
physical body.  You don't have to get into infinite 
details, moles, scars, warts, et cetera; just a smooth 
Spirit version of yourself:  but made of WHITE LIGHT!  
The WHITEST WHITE you can visualize.  Brilliant, blaring, 
snow-blinding WHITE! 
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It's THAT SIMPLE to make a Body of Light.  That Body of 
Light can be as powerful or as worthless as you make it.  
It takes time and scads of practice, but that Body of 
Light already carries the Essence of your own Conscious, 
making the HOW TO USE IT an absolutely critical 
process and accomplishment. 

Clairvoyance 
0244 You want some Spiritual Power?  Start right here 
and prove something to yourself.  You will need a solid 
white background.  A handkerchief, table cloth or sheet 
of paper will do, but no patterns, please.  Next you will 
need something of a bright color, a red pen, blue 
ribbon, or anything else that is small, and like the 
background:  of one solid color. 

0245 Place the object on the background, near the 
center if it's a sheet of paper, and don't worry about a 
patterned tablecloth under a white sheet of paper, you 
just need some contrast room. 

0246 Pick out one given point on the object – an end – 
center, et cetera – wherever you want, and then 
without any strain whatsoever, look at that one point 
without moving your eyes!  In about one minute or less, 
you will see a halo of some other color around the 
edges of that object!  Don't blast off to Kingdom come; 
it's the normal vision of your Spiritual (Third) Eye! 
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0247 Once you can see a very good halo, look up at 
anything a bit farther away, and relax:  if you strain to 
see you will blow the process.  A solid image of the 
object will appear in the same color as the halo:  but 
much larger!  Now, before the image fades (you can 
recharge it by repeating the process!), look at 
something even farther away:  and the image becomes 
larger still! 

0248 You see, you've proven we do know what we're 
talking about for one thing, and that you have a working 
Spiritual (Third) Eye for another! 

Developing Sensitivity with a Light Bulb 
For this exercise, you'll need an incandescent light bulb 
– not the curly kind because it doesn't give off enough 
heat. 

If the bulb is in a lamp, take of the lampshade, and turn 
it on. 

With either hand, it doesn't matter which, move your 
hand slowly with the palm side toward the lamp until 
you feel the heat from the lamp.  When you feel the 
heat, slowly back up your hand until you don't feel the 
heat, and then move your hand forward until you do 
again. 

Shake off your hand and do it again a few times every 
day. 
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Soon you will feel the heat farther away than you did 
initially.  Eventually, you'll feel the heat several feet 
away.   

Train both hands to feel the heat. 

You'll use this skill again and again for many things. 

Dissolving a Cloud and Stop a Clock 
CAUTION – DON'T BE STUPID!  There are Universal Holy 
Laws that you dare not violate. 

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED! 

The process is simple:  VISUALIZE what you DO want 
instead of what you DON'T want.  Pissing and moaning 
about the way things are only gives them the firepower 
to stay that way.  Doing something about the way you 
think as opposed to what you think or why you think it 
is the key to TK. 

The exact how: 

RULE NUMBER ONE (#1) – NEVER involve anybody else's 
mind unless you are hell bent on guaranteeing your 
own failure!  Telekinesis is a matter of MIND and there 
aren't any two people who actually see or think things 
EXACTLY the same way.  Those small differences are the 
absolute Kiss of Death until you've achieved sufficient 
expertise to over come other people's 'bad' thoughts. 
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RULE NUMBER TWO (#2) – DON'T JACKASS!  Follow the 
instructions exactly – no add-ons, no add-tos – no left-
outs.  Follow the instructions exactly even if you don't 
understand them. 

The fist example is CLOUDS, hopefully those puffy kind 
that fill the sky on occasion, but ANY cloud will serve 
the purpose.  Pick out your cloud, if two are in 
proximity, choose the larger.  The same process applies, 
get a good MENTAL PICTURE of THE cloud you've 
chosen and make the cloud in your mental image 
DISSOLVE like steam out of a pipe or chimney.  
Continue the vision and in a very few seconds you will 
see the cloud begin to fade away – in a minute or two it 
will be gone and the other cloud will still be there 
unchanged!  THAT eliminates the wind as having blown 
away your cloud as idiot elements always claim. 

To get rid of a storm, do the same thing only include the 
whole cloud formation,  It's going to take a while, 
there's a lot of water and atmospherics present and in 
motion to create and BE that storm.  To make a storm, 
do exactly the opposite; although it's a good idea to 
practice making single clouds before you take on a gully 
washer.  To move a storm, regardless of size, grab it 
with a mental image and force it to go whichever 
direction you choose, make it stop, slow it down, et 
cetera.  Once you have the practice down you can do 
the same thing with WIND including hurricanes! 
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The second example is an ordinary CLOCK with a 
smooth-sweep second hand, the 'click' type will work 
but it's harder to determine initially.  Look at the clock 
as though you had to remember it to draw it later 
blindfolded.  The details are critical, THIS clock, not 
every timepiece on the planet.  This mind's eye mental 
image is what you're going to work on – while still 
observing the ACTUAL movement of the hands, the 
SECOND hand specifically since it moves the fastest.  
Now in the mental image - make ALL the hands run 
backwards and watch for instantaneous pauses of the 
SECOND hand.  The SECOND hand isn't going to stand 
still and beat a drum for you – until you gain some real 
firepower – SO PAY ATTENTION! 

For those who use an electric (plugged into the wall) 
clock, the pauses are some evidence of HOW MUCH 
power you're exerting.  If the clock is plugged into a 15 
Ampere 110 Volt circuit – normal house levels – your 
MENTAL PICTURE produced 2.2126866 Watts to put the 
line current at zero and then had to continue to 
produce that much for the entire duration of the pause! 

WARNING!  The Grand Elements of Creation INSTANTLY 
begin to produce in the same instant a mental picture is 
formed (called a Thought Form).  Now go back to the 
top of this page and review the RULES!  HATE tangents 
and STUPIDITY are the foundation of each and every 
perpetual jackass event and situation on this planet. 
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How to KNOW what you think 
The process is quite simple that you will use for the rest 
of your life. 

To learn which thoughts are yours, you need to 
determine the WHAT you think without cluttering the 
process with all the 'whys' and soap operas that go with 
it.  The process is extremely simple UNLESS you 
contaminate it with jackass and nonsense. 

To determine WHAT you think is an ongoing habit you 
need to get and stay into.  It's an easy habit to acquire, 
and priceless to the point of being worth more than all 
the King's/Queen's Ransoms combined! 

Each and every OBJECT in your circumstance must be 
considered with respect as to HOW you think/feel 
about it.  REPEAT:  EACH AND EVERY OBJECT!  In order 
to give EACH AND EVERY OBJECT a due classification 
you must set a STANDARD RULE.  The best is a scale of 1 
to 100, it is goes in BOTH directions of "LIKE" and 
"DON'T LIKE" regardless of what it is. 

Get that:  a scale of 1 to 100, it is goes in BOTH 
directions of "LIKE" and "DON'T LIKE" regardless of what 
it is. 

YOU must decide whether you LIKE/DISLIKE anything 
and everything and to what degree – 1 to 100 – on your 
scale. 
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Within a very short time, you'll have a thought come 
through your mind/brain with an entirely different, 
regardless of how close, LIKE/DISLIKE and/or NUMBER.  
Either one is all that's required, both are nice but not 
necessary.  THAT thought is somebody else's. 

You KNOW what you think, especially if you've ignored 
all the emotional entrapments and falderal explained 
above, so if any thought in your mind/brain disagrees, 
even in the slightest detail, that thought isn't yours.  If 
not yours, it has to be somebody else's.  Period.  
Thoughts and thoughtforms are NOT self-generating, 
they must come from some mind/brain/thought source.  
That "source" cannot avoid leaving its own stamp of 
personality on that thoughtform/energy, leaving a sure 
and certain identification capability. 

Sun Link 
A tremendous source of Spiritual Energy when done 
properly is a Sun Link.  It's totally worthless if jackassed. 

Sun Linking is a THOUGHTFORM process. 

While you are alive, all OBEs have a Silver Cord that 
attaches the Physical and Spiritual bodies.  This Silver 
Cord brings you back from dreams, keeps you from 
getting 'lost' in the Spiritual Realms, and is the LINE 
CORD for Sun Links and other such Spiritual Endeavors.  
Yes, the Silver Cord can attach ALL your bodies at the 
same time without interfering with each other in any 
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combination.  No, at death the Silver Cord dissolves as 
does the Etheric/Deros Body.  It is this dissolving that 
makes Spirit Communication a whole lot harder, as the 
soul and consciousness is either in the Lower Astral 
Plane or the Danaka Depth, leaving a wide chasm that 
few can cross. 

Make a THOUGHTFORM copy of your Physical body and 
move it to any nearby location.  Anywhere will do, but 
fools will always jackass by moving it to Mars, the far 
side of the Moon or some such other equally idiotic 
location.  It need not be any farther away than you 
would stand in proximity of another person. 

Now that you have a THOUGHTFORM body, it will go 
where you GUIDE it, so fly it to the Sun regardless of 
where the Sun may be at the time.  Over the horizon is 
nothing, east or west is your choice, and neither 
distance nor time are any problem. 

Dive your THOUGHTFORM body into the Sun like diving 
into a warm pool for a swim, and relax.  Let the Sun 
burn all negatives and negative energies.  Fill your 
THOUGHTFORM body with Sun Light and Sun Energy 
and EXPAND your THOUGHTFORM body to gather as 
much of both as possible and lock it in place to feed the 
Sun Lights and Sun Energies.  Then return your 
THOUGHTFORM body to your Physical body, dragging 
the Sun Lights and Sun Energies like a string of syrup 
filling your Silver Cord.  Once back in your Physical body, 
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tense your Physical body to reattach your 
THOUGHTFORM body and all its new Sun Lights and Sun 
Energies. 

Now you should have a THOUGHTFORM ANCHOR in the 
Sun, a Silver Cord, that will now probably look like a 
Golden Cord, attached to the Sun on one end and your 
Physical body on the other, feeding Sun Lights and Sun 
Energies for whatever you want to do. 

In actual practice this THOUGHTFORM process 
shouldn't take more than a minute.  Jackass it and it can 
take three to five days.  But so it is with the Idiot 
Element. 

The Law of Immunity 
5420 The Law of Degrees of Knowledge (Law of 
Immunity) is such that one with high knowledge is 
immune from invocations and abuses by those with low 
knowledge, and is not required to take any actions of 
revenge, as the law will do it for them.  They can take 
action of revenge if they so choose, because the law 
does not forbid them.  However, in instances of 
invocation or abuse committed against one of lower 
degree of knowledge by one of higher degree of 
knowledge, the high one is suddenly stripped of their 
immunity and wide open to whatever the offended 
desires to do within their capability or access! 
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The Proof 
0610 ""Let the person take an offering, and seal it up 
that none but they and me know its value; and in that 
very instant that it is sealed, I, Myself will visit them in 
Spirit! 

0611 ""Then, if they will have anything of me, let them 
so declare it, and according to the offering and their 
substance, I will tell them in their own soul whether the  
gift is sufficient! 

0612 ""This shall be a proof to each, that I am He that 
has sent you unto this evil generation. 

0613 ""Now, if the gift is sufficient, they shall then send 
it to you, still sealed, wrapped in a manner that does 
not show its full content or value, nor revealing either 
the content or value (any object) within, and they shall 
also likewise write down with pen and parchment their 
desire of me; and send it sealed in a separate wrapping 
to you. 

0614 ""And you shall offer it to me upon Mine Own 
Altar, and if the gift be sufficient according to the 
substance of the soul, as I will have of Mine Own Self 
informed them, I will deliver their desire! 

0615 ""In these two things shall it be proven of you that 
this thing is not of your doing, but of mine! 
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0616 ""Let who will know these things are true test it of 
themselves! 

0617 ""I will heed each and every call, and to those who 
will know that these things are of me but will not have 
their desire, they need not expend the offering! 

0618 ""Is it not still in their hands? 

0619 ""Is there a price upon truth? 

0620 ""Never!  Not so! 

0621 ""They may then open again their intended 
offering and forego their desire, for they will have been 
bought with a price, and in truth, given knowledge!"" 

Thoughtform/Belly Ball 
Put both hands out in front of you, palms facing each 
other about a foot apart, at your waist or solar plexus.  
Breath normally, and in no more than one minute you 
will feel a slight warmth in the palms of both hands!  
That HEAT is your own Spiritual Light energy, and you 
have an unlimited supply as long as you are alive in a 
physical body.  You have done nothing more than 
concentrate energy from your living aura – the LIGHT 
ENERGY that surrounds all things – into the area 
between your hands. 

Dispose of that manifestation by simply letting go of it. 
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With a very little practice you can detect the HEAT in 
any body, your own included, by passing your hand over 
the affected area.  Your body, somebody else's body, 
makes no difference, the increased HEAT will reveal the 
affected area.  Once you learn to DISCERN, you can 
determine WHAT the source is of that affected area:  
injury, disease, body-chemistry imbalance, et cetera; 
and the NATURE of that source.  Once you properly 
DISCERN the NATURE of that source, regardless of what 
it proves to be, you can also DISCERN its strengths and 
weaknesses.  Once you have THAT information, you can 
determine the best course of action, whether it be 
simple or complex. 

Remember:  regardless of what that source is, IT'S 
MADE OF ENERGY, and all energy is subject to the 
dictates of an Akurian!  It may take TIME, but that 
energy will obey your direction and demand. 

Transfer energy from one hand to 
another/Flick Energy  
You have to pay close attention to detect it at all, and 
those who are far more Spiritually adept will have to 
use caution to prevent damage to yourselves.  The 
process is the same, regardless. 

Place your hands about eighteen inches apart and out 
from your body as far as is comfortable, as if you were 
going to slap them together.  Then with one hand, 
which hand doesn't matter, wrap the tips of your 
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fingers with your thumb as if you were going to FLICK 
water off them as you've done thousands of times.  
Now, take careful aim at the palm of your other hand, 
FLICK your fingers.  It only takes a few seconds, so 
return as soon as you've finished. 

Some of you get very little if anything.  So it doesn't 
work.  Right?  WRONG!  Do the same thing again  only 
with a bit of additional True Spirit Force  and this time 
you'll feel the impact.  Do it right and it works every 
time.  No exceptions. 

Since you didn't want to harm yourself,  you didn't; but 
with this added rehearsal you know you CAN do 
damage and a lot of it.  You can also BLESS if it pleases 
you.  Best of all, you can deliver either  without anybody 
else  other than another Akurian or High Level 
Spiritualist  even having a clue. 

Prepare your hands again, about a foot and a half apart 
and out from your body, only this time visualize some 
WHITE LIGHT, like fog if you must, in the tips of the 
fingers you're going to FLICK with.  That's right!  
Energize just your finger tips, NOT your whole hand, aim 
and FLICK! 

This time, locate a block between your hands, a door, 
wall at a doorway, piece of furniture, table top, back of 
a chair, whatever is available as long as it's accessible 
and solid. 
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Prepare your hands again, about a foot and a half apart 
and away from your body, visualize some WHITE LIGHT 
in the tips of the fingers you're going to FLICK with.  
Energize your finger tips, aim and FLICK! 

You will be using these skills again and again.  
Sometimes we get new things added to these skills and 
then your understanding will grow as to which skill is 
best to use in any given situation. 

Learn these skills and get VERY good at them. 

Learn these skills so that you can teach another 
EXACTLY as you were taught so that when you teach 
another, there aren't variances in the ways. 

Note:  The skills are from The AED and supplemental 
trainings. 

Vocabulary 

Grand Elements 
Akasha – A Place to Exist 

Air - Movement  

Fire - Expansion  

Water - Control   

Earth - Manifestation 
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Black Fire -  Black Fire is the ash residue of the Sun from 
burning Hydrogen into Helium.  Black Fire is almost 
carbon, heavy enough to settle in the center of the Sun, 
highly radioactive and hotter than the sun itself at the 
surface 

Handprint – a Handprint is when we've Invoked for 
something and we see evidence of what we've Invoked 
for. 

Hit – a Hit is when we've Invoked for something and 
we've gotten what we've Invoked for. 

Invocation – an Invocation is TRANSMISSION of thought. 

Library – is collection of knowledge and experience that 
were one to write it all down it would fill a library. 

Planes/Depths of Heaven/Hell 

The Planes of Heaven in Angelic are:  Hathor, Hasterah, 
Hesterah, Ideah, Harkarmah, Hasanna. 

The Depth's of Hell in Angelic are:  Deros, Danaka, 
Gehenna, Helia, Hapurdom, Perditon. 

We use these words often.  Please become familiar with 
them. 
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How to READ The AED! 
Suggestions - Take notes and write down the questions 
for the 1st time around.  By the time you get to the end 
of the book, many of the questions will be answered. 

The 2nd time around helps DIGEST the information 
TREMENDOUSLY and you'll get other answers that you 
didn't get the first time around. 

Try to let a Senior know where you are in the book.  The 
Senior SHOULD review the Chapters. 

Understanding TIME 
Being Akurian is an Adventure of a Lifetime.  We 
understand that it will take TIME for you to learn to be 
Akurian. Allow yourself the necessary patience.  It's also 
understood by every Senior how very angry you'll be as 
you continue to learn how you've been cheated all your 
life. 

Recommended Tools 
1. Access to the internet 

2. Calculator 

3. Envelopes 

4. E-sword 
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5. Invocations  

6. Offering 

7. Paper and something to write with 

8. The AED  

9. Trainings 
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List of the many other skills you'll 
learn   
 

1 Angels – study with and Four Horsemen 

2 Anointing/Appointment by The Most High 
3 Astral Projection - Akurian 
4 Astral Projection – General 
5 Backwards and Forward in time via Reflecting 

Ether 
6 Binding and Loosening 
7 Blue Swords and using them 
8 Bodes of Hell Trainings 
9 Bodies of Light made from the Depths of Hell 

10 Bodies of Light made from the Planes of Heaven 

11 Body of Damnation 
12 Body of Light 
13 Body of Light – charged with The Most High 
14 Body of Light into the Future 
15 Circle of Fire 
16 Clairvoyance 
17 Cognitive Dissonance 
18 Creating an atom 
19 Cursing and Blessing – individually, in group 
20 Daughters of Elisha, Swords of Aku 
21 Dealing with Politics and Religion – Handprints 

and Hits 
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22 Direct Targeting – weather (hurricanes), HAARP, 
Moon – personal and team 

23 Discern – like/don't like, good/bad, Holy Law/Not 
Holy Law, Righteous/Not Righteous, Evil/Good, 
etcetera 

24 Discern Enhanced – the strengths and weakness 
of: the enemy, the team, and ourselves 

25 Discern Hands, Feet, and the White Light with 
Square on big toes 

26 Discerning and Discernment 
27 Emblems 
28 Ethric Body left in the sun 
29 Extermination 
30 Faces in the future 
31 Flicking Energy 
32 Flying in the Spirit 
33 Ghost Troops – getting them, and using them 
34 Going up and down the planes 
35 Golems 
36 Health and Wellness – personal and otherwise 

skills 
37 Hell Energy Invoked and used 
38 Holy Law – writing, reviewing, and using 
39 How to clean and re-charge including the tensing 

40 How to control anyone else's Golem/Golemi 
41 How to invoke in our own name, Righteous 

Authority 
42 How to make a Belly Ball 
43 How to write an Invocation 
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44 Know the difference between Knowledge and 
'belief' 

45 Know what you think – Like it Don't Like it and 
How Much. 

46 Learning Leadership skills 
47 Learning our own new wants – Teleportation 
48 Learning the Elements 
49 Learning to command in our own Authority and 

get Obedience 
50 Look to the Innate for solutions 
51 Miracle Working 
52 Mirrors - how to see spirits in them - AVOID when 

protecting 
53 Moon Goons – Sun Charged 
54 Moon Goons for Communism Detection 
55 Multiple Bodies of Light 
56 Neutrinos 
57 Octahedrons 
58 Our own Cherubs 
59 Past Life recalls 
60 Personal Projects with spirit applications to them 

61 Personal Studies – AED, Training, Reading 
62 Ping Pong Balls 
63 Practice AP – learning, doing, and discerning of it 

64 Practice Discerning EVERYTHING 
65 Prophesy – learning to do it and doing it 
66 Prophets and Prophecies 
67 Prosperity 
68 Psychometry of things 
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69 Pulling Energy(ies) for any number of things 
70 Reading a City 
71 Reading Color Energies and understanding them 

72 Reading the news and applying Akurian endeavors 
to the Damnations 

73 Redirecting Energy – Akasha free enterprise as an 
example 

74 Reincarnation 
75 Remembering Dreams 
76 Selecting and Targeting 
77 Sensing the Elements 
78 Speak unto the moon 
79 Speak unto the sun 
80 Sun links various uses 
81 Super sense – development and usage 
82 SuperSense 
83 Survival Practices 
84 Swords and Shields of Aku 
85 Talismans (We haven't studied Amulets, Sigils) 

86 Telekinesis – dissolving/creating clouds, clocks 
moving slower 

87 The Art of War – development and skill 
88 The Bodes of Hell Lessons 
89 The spirituality of word studies – example Greed 

90 Time Lords 
91 Time Warps 
92 Understanding ENERGY, frequencies, momentums 
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93 Using "their" energies against them 
94 Using Heavenly Energy(ies) 

 

Exciting stuff to learn isn't it.  It's the Adventure of a 
Lifetime!  
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Checklist 
Make sure your Senior reviews all these things with you. 

o Where to get/read The Anointed, The Elect, and 
The Damned! 

o Make sure Senior Staff is informed of you so 
you can get on the lists and all other relevant 
contact information 

o  Where information is online. 

o Relevant emails you'll need on this end 
including akurianinfo  

o Akurian Phone numbers 

o Conference Information 

o How to participate in Conference 

o The order to Learn Akurian 

o Where to Tithe and How 

o All Spiritual Skills Reviewed 

o Vocabulary Reviewed 
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